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Students cram in for Spam Jam
BY JAKE PIERSON

Beer, friends, partying and alcohol being poured out. Sounds like a normal weekend at Fairfield, and May Day Weekend at
Spam Jam was no exception.
"We did dump out three or four partially filled kegs," said Jonathan Stark, Residence Area Coordinator for the townhouses

and apartments and coordinator of Spam
Jam.
University Administrators wanted the
event to be fully cleaned up at 5 p.m., according to Stark. The only way that could
be accomplished, he said, was to begin
cleaning up earlier than 5 p.m., which was
SEE "SPAM" ON P.
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EDITORIAL
It's good, but could
be better
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COMMENTARY
Fight the injunction
Page 16

Carleigh Brower/The Mirror

Jam-packed: Hundreds of students attended Sunday's Spam Jam.

Students rack up

Close to home

$50,000
in dorm damage
BY ALISHA HOLLAND

Sexual misconduct by
clergy surfaced over the last few
years at an alarming rate. Something you
would never want to think happens close to home.
Think again.
Fairfield Prep, regarded by
some as the best college preparatory school in Connecticut, has
recently revealed that two former
Jesuit teachers have been accused
of sexual misconduct.
Rev. Edmund Power and Rev.
James Pratt have been accused of
sexual misconduct' incidents that
date back 20 and 30 years, according to a letter from Fairfield Prep
President Rev. Michael G.
Boughton, S.J. that was sent in
March to parents and alumni.
"We are committed to carefully and completely reviewing the
allegations and will cooperate fully
with appropriate authorities,"
Boughton wrote in the letter.
Boughton did not write in the
letter whether or not the incidents
occurred at Prep.
Boughton wrote, '"I have reviewed the files regarding Fr.

Power's and Fr. Pratt's tenure at
Fairfield Prep and found no allegations against either priest prior
to his assignment to the school nor
any other allegations of misconduct made against either individual during or after his tenure
here."
No further statements can be
made by Prep because of the ongoing litigation between the parties involved, according to Director of Alumni Relations and Communication Joe Miller. He also
would not confirm nor deny
whether the incidents occurred at
Prep.
Fr. Power served as a chaplain
and teacher at the school from
1962 to 1965 and from 1968 to
1976, before dying of a heart attack in 1976.
University Executive to the
President Rev. Charles Allen. S.J.

knew Powers from the
seminary, and was surprised
to hear the allegation.
"1 was very much surprised.
These are emotional times where
many accusations are getting
thrown out," Fr. Allen said*. "I
wasn't with him twenty-four
seven, so I can't account for all of
his actions. But how can you pin
down something that happened 30
years ago?"
"Anyone who knew him, loved
him," Fr. Allen added. "Anyone
you talk to would say he was a
great guy."
As a Jesuit seminarian, Fr.
Pratt taught at Prep from 1981 to
1983. Pratt, who has been a campus minister at Vanderbilt University since 1996, has recently been
placed on administrative leave
SEE "DOLAN" O\ I\
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For upperclassmen, the scene
is all too familiar. It's summertime for carefree days, spending
time with friends, hanging out at
the beach-and then comes the fall
tuition bill.
And to top
SNAPSHOT
it all off, inDamage by
cluded on the
building
bill are the fees
Page 6
for
housing
damages from
the previous year. For some, these
charges are no small chunk of
change.
According
to
Gary
Stephenson, director of housing
operations, the campus-wide bill
for damages last year totaled almost $180,000. This total includes
both common area damages,
which are divided among all residents of a building, and individual
room damages.
As of April 25, Campion is
leading the way with common area
damages, with a total of $9,203.55.
Gonzaga Hall is fourth, with
$7,034.63 in common area damages so far. However, Gonzaga has
seen the most problematic damages this year, according to
Stephenson.
In the past semester, five sinks
have been ripped out of the wall
there, said Jon Kugler '04, a resident assistant in the building.
The total cost of about $7,000
doesn't include the charges for
these actions, said Stephenson.
Once added in, Gonzaga will most
likely be the dorm with the highest charges for the year.
SEE "DOLAN" ON P.
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THE LESSONS OF DRUNK DRIVING

Aelee Kwon/The Mirror

In hopes of making clearer the ramifications of drinking and driving, FUSA, in conjunction
with Security and the Office of Wellness and Prevention, hosted a mock DWI accident on
Wednesday, April 23.

CAMPUS CRIME BEAT

■The
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4:37 p.m. - A Regis student reported that his or her Fairfield identification had
been stolen and used for illegal purchases.
Thursday, April 24
1:17 p.m. - An unauthorized solicitor was noticed in the quad. The individual was
escorted off campus.
8:24 p.m. - The Fairfield Police Department was notified when it learned that a
pizza delivery company was delivering alcohol to underage students.
Friday, April 25
4:23 a.m. - The Loyola Hall main door was found smashed. Maintenance was
called to fix the door.
4:35 p.m. - A narcotics violation was reported in Kostka/Claver. The individuals
involved have been referred to judicial.
Saturday, April 26
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10:22 a.m. - The university flag atop Bellarmine Hill was ripped down and stolen.
11:34 a.m. - Flourescent lights were found smashed in Jogues Hall. Pritchard
was notified to clean up the mess.
Sunday, April 27
4:34 a.m. - DVDs were reported stolen from a townhouse.
11:47 a.m. - A wallet was stolen from an unlocked townhouse.

CORRECTIONS/CLARIFICATIONS
The April 24 article on the controversial presentation by Dr. Coury at the teach-in quoted
a letter that was allegedly inaccurate. A letter in the Connecticut Post complaining
about Coury's talk attributed a comment to him, alleging Zionist and Christian right
control of the White House. Coury said he made no such remarks at the presentation.
The Mirror strives to report accurately in our stories. However, if you are aware of any
errors, please call Editor In Chief Sean Hayes at x6529.

www.fairfieldmirror.com
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Shedding light on Strobe
2003 Commencement speaker talks to The Mirror
about life, learning, and his sons engagement
According to Talbott, the idea of his being the commencement speaker was first put forth to him last spring by
While Fairfield seniors wake up on graduation day, their "an old and dear friend and mentor," Francis T. (Fay)
commencement speaker, Strobe Talbott, will arrive on a 4 Vincent, member of the University's board of trustees.
At the time, Talbot was working as founding director
a.m. flight from his son's engagement party in Washingof
the
Yale Center for the Study of Globalization.
ton, D.C.
"Faye Vincent was crucial in all this," he said.
"I wouldn't dare come home if I missed my son's enTalbott later received a formal letter of invitation from
gagement party," Talbott said.
Talbott is by no means new to the area. Originally from Fairfield University President Rev. Aloysius R Kelley, S.J.
After accepting the invitation, Talbott worked
Dayton, Ohio, he attended prep school in Connectiwith administrative officials to gain a better uncut at The Hotchkiss School, in Lakeville. He is a
graduate of Yale University and attended Oxford
derstanding of the University and its goals.
University as a Rhodes Scholar.
Talbott acknowledged Rev. Charles Allen,
In addition to his extensive education, he spent
S.J., for helping him understand Fairfield Univer21 years reporting for Time magazine and served
sity.
as deputy secretary of state. Currently, Talbott is
"Father Charles Allen was very helpful to me
president of the Brookings Institution, a public
both on getting background on the university, conpolicy research organization based in Washington,
tacting students and working out the logistics with
TALBOTT
D.C.
me," he said.
Talbott is not by any means new to the com"I try to learn a little bit about the school and
mencement day proceedings.
its traditions and values and try to incorporate that into what
In the past, he has given addresses at Georgetown Uni- my message will be," said Talbott.
versity in Washington, D.C, the Monterey Institute of InWith the May 18 commencement date rapidly approachternational Studies, in Monterey, Calif, and Trinity College ing the pressure for a well-crafted address is rising.
in Hartford, Conn.
Talbott, however, remains cautiously optimistic.
"I think commencement speakers should bear in mind
"The most important principle I bear in mind is to be
brief," said Talbott in an interview with The Mirror.
the Hippocratic Oath," said Talbott. "[First] do no harm."
BY CHRISTIAN VILLODAS

Prominent Commencement Speakers
Alan Alda - Long Island University
Kofi Annan - Duke University
Michael Bloomberg - New York University
Bill Clinton - Syracuse University
Bill Cosby - Bradley University
David Halberstam - Tulane University
COSBY

Chris Matthews - Holy Cross
Yoko Ono - Maine College of Art
Anna Quindlen - Colgate University
Andy Rooney - Miami University (OH)
Amy Tan - Simmons College

A
TURNER

r^

Ted Turner - Vermont Law School
Sigourney Weaver - Southern Connecticut

WEAVER

Mirror file photo

Cramming: Alums now finding jobs hard to come by.

Class of 2003
faces tightest job
market in years
BY MIKE THEILE

To be employed, or not to be employed: that is the question. Whether 'tis nobler in the mind to suffer the slings
and arrows of grad school...
Director of Career Planning Michael Dalton said many
students are forced to make this decision due to the poor
job market.
"I think it is no mystery that this has been a difficult
year for seniors who are seeking employment," said Dalton.
"This has been the toughest year since I can remember."
In the past couple of years, finding jobs for students
right out of college has been an arduous task. Career planning has done everything from contacting alumni to bringing recruiting firms to campus in order to help students find
work.
"After going on a ton of interviews that career planning set up for me, I got a job as a public accountant," said
Lauren Bekech '03. "It seems right now that the only people
getting jobs are accounting majors."
Career planning is using every connection they have
in order to help seniors achieve jobs.
"We try to use the alumni network for students and try
to contact and lobby for them," said Dalton. "Students
should be assertive and not just settle for one answer."
According to the Post-Graduation Report, 57. 2 percent of the class of 2002 found a full time job in 2002. This
number has significantly dropped over the past few years.
In 2001, 70.1 percent found full-time employment and in
2000, 76.3 found a job.
While the employment numbers have fallen since 2002,
the number of students attending graduate school has risen.
In 2002, 19 percent went to Graduate School. In 2001, 14
percent and in 2000, 16.1 percent went for additional education.
Dalton says that this year he expects around 20 percent of the senior class to go to Graduate School.
"Based on initial data, the Class of 2003 post-graduate
activity will be more similar to 2002 than 2001," said
Dalton.
Fairfield Alumni have taken many different paths to
seeking future employment, but graduate school seems to
be rising in popularity among seniors.
"I am currently enrolled in Graduate School at Seton
Hall," said Former Fairfield Student Joe Fennell '02. "There
was not much out there, so that's why I went to Graduate
school."
Some students have had to adjust their plans because
of the poor employment market.
"The job market has been very tough," said Michael
Mercado '03. "I had to pick up a minor just to broaden my
scope."
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Bus stops: Dattco replaces old student shuttle
BY TARA LYNCH

The sudden end of service of Fairfield
University's old shuttle left a prominent
administrator waiting for a meeting that
would never happen, students lamenting the
absence of favorite drivers and other students hoping for improved services.
Fairfield Transportation Services was
no longer in business, as of noon of Friday,
April 11.
The university wasn't notified of the
change until that Friday morning, when the
president of Fairfield Transportation Company failed to show up for a meeting with
Assistant Vice President of Student Services
James Fitzpatrick.
"On Friday I had a meeting to review
the year and make plans for next year,"
Fitzpatrick said. "The president of the company never showed for the meeting."
In addition to making plans for next
year's transportation, Fitzpatrick hoped to
address the ongoing problems with off-campus transportation as well as the vast improvement in on-campus transportation over
the past school year.
"On-campus transportation has greatly
improved," said Fitzpatrick. "Student
seemed to like the two drivers Don and Earl.
They were very friendly ..."
Students such as Erin Gray, '05 agree:
"I'm really sad that those guys are gone.

Don was so friendly. He knew everyone's
name ... he really took the time to say hi to
you. If you're going to bring in a new company, fine, just keep the guys that have
worked here."
Transportation both on and off-campus
will see a few changes with a new company
running the routes. Dattco, Inc. began services the evening that the old service
stopped running.
Dattco will offer longer hours of operation for the on-campus shuttle and the
elimination of the shuttle to Black Rock.
"There didn't appear to be the ridership
that necessitated two shopping locations,"
Fitzpatrick said about the end to the Black
Rock part of the shuttle service.
Dattco has provided transportation for
the universities special trips and athletic
teams. The university chose Dattco as the
new transportation provider based on their
connections to the company and Dattco's
commitment to service.
"We had connections with Dattco in
case something happened," said Fitzpatrick.
"Our pre-planning paid off.
"When I say we're appreciative to
Dattco for handling this is a vast understatement," Fitzpatrick added, since Dattco was
able to take, on Fairfield's needs the same
day Fairfield Transportation went out of
business.
Students have mixed feelings as to

V CLASSIFIEDS
TEACHING POSITIONS available
for certified and uncertified teachers. We serve hundreds of public,
private and parochial school in CT
and NY. Over 10,000 placed since
1965. THERE IS NEVER A
CHARGE UNLESS WE ARE
SUCCESSFUL IN PLACING YOU,
and many of our private schools
pay the fee. Call us to discuss your
background and the types of
positions for which you are qualified. FAIRFIELD TEACHERS'
AGENCY, INC. P.O. Box 1141 /
Fairfield, CT 06825

Mexico/Caribbean only $250 round
trip! Europe $189 one way! Other
worldwide destinations cheap. Book
online www.airtech.com or call (212)
219-7000.
ATTENTION FU STUDENTS
$16.50 base-appt.
Great resume expierence
Flex Part/Full time hours
Apply Now, Start after Finals
Call M-F 9-5 (203)762-8448
www.workforstudents.com

Classifieds are available for as little as $15 for 20 words!
Call (203) 256-6594 for more information or to place an ad.

whether or not the new
service will run more
smoothly.
"I think there is a
good chance that it will
be better, because they
were recently hired,"
said Lauren Fedechena
'05. "I think you work
harder when you were
just hired."
Others have already seen an improvement, including the
freshman female who
experienced so many
transportation problems in the past, "lean
definitely say that on campus transportation
has improved. They
run longer hours and
seem to always show
up," Maureen Hession,
'06.
Fitzpatrick also is
hopeful that both the
on and off - campus
shuttle services will
continue to improve
Meghan Coiro/The Mirror
Bus business: A new bus company,
and fulfill students'
Dattco, Inc., has replaced Fairfield
transportation needs.
Transportation Company.
"Dattco has been a
very, very dependable company in terms of site.
Dattco, Inc., based in New Britain, CT,
their coach service. If their campus and
town shuttle service equals their coach ser- provides a variety of transportation services
vice, than I think the student body will be including school buses services, luxury
very, very pleased," Fitzpatrick said.
coaches and motor coach charters with their
The new shuttle schedule can be found fleet of over 800 vehicles.
on Campus Pipeline and the university Web

Fairfield University
EARN COLLEGE CREDITS
THIS SUMMER
Online or On Campus... The Choice is Yours!
A wide array of three-credit
courses is available

Healthy Volunteers
Between The Ages of 21-30

On Campus Summer Sessions
One-Week Sessions:
May 21-28
July 30-Aug 5

are invited to participate in medical research at the
Yale/West Haven VA Connecticut Healthcare System.

Online Courses Begin June 2

subjects are paid $ 150 per test day.

• Take courses from home or anywhere you
have Internet access.
• Fit school conveniently into your summer plans.
• Study biology, English, computer programming,
economics, politics, psychology, or sociology.

No Health Insurance Necessary. Free Physical
Call to find out if you may be eligible.

(203) 932-5711ext 5318
All calls are completely confidential

VA-Yale Alcohol Research Center
....2 Convenient Locations....
950 Campbell Ave, West Haven©34 Park Street, New Haven
HSS #0017-1P; HIC#12310.
*

Four-Week Sessions:
June 2-27
June 30-July 25

UNIVERSITY C0LLE6E AT

Fairfield
^UNIVERSITY
Fairfield, Connecticut

FOR INFORMATION
Call toil-free (866) 254-1566 or (203) 254-4110
e-mail: ucadvise@mail.fairfield.edu
www.fatrfield.edu/sce/summerses.htfn
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We didn't start the fire
BY CHRISTIAN VILLODAS

Charred walls. Spattered concrete. Terrible injuries.
To prevent harm and destruction from
a fire, Fairfield University has a sophisticated fire suppression technology in all the
residence halls.
The threat of fires was reinforced two
years ago, when three undergraduate students perished in a fire in a Seton Hall University dorm. After that tragedy, Fairfield
University improved its fire suppression
systems within the residence halls.
After a fatal fire at Seton Hall, "there
was [a] call for installing fire suppression
sprinklers in all residence halls. The construction of all buildings after 1987 included
fire suppression sprinklers," said William
Schimpf, vice president of student services.
"After the Seton Hall fire, all of our traditional residence halls have been modified
to include fire suppression sprinklers," he
said.
The sensitive technology of the system
and pranksters in the dorms has resulted in
numerous false alarms over the past few
years.
Though alarms continue, the number
has dropped from about 100 a semester to
about ten, said Joseph Bouchard, fire marshal and director of Fire Safety Services for
the University.
Six years ago, Bouchard and his staff
implemented a new system in an effort to
reduce the amount of false alarms on cam-

pus. Fire alarm pull-stations were relocated
from near the doors of all residence halls to
more central areas of the corridors as well
as next to RA rooms. This has eliminated
80 percent of false alarms, according to
Bouchard.
In addition, pre-action alarms, which
are the plastic covers that protect the fire
alarm, have also decreased the number of
. false alarms, he said.
Addressable fire alarm systems were
also installed in all the dorms in the Quad,
the apartment village and in some townhouses, said Bouchard.
These addressable alarms each contain
a microprocessor that scans the air of a dorm
room every 30 seconds. The advantage to
these new systems, said Bouchard, as opposed to the older fire alarm pull boxes, is
that the addressable alarm's sensitivity can
be monitored and adjusted via computer.
The results of these new measures have
been felt dorm-wide, and especially in recent Fairfield fire safety statistics.
False alarms have also posed challenges
to students, professors and administrators
when they have gone off during classes, or
even worse, during final exams.
"When this has created a problem during final exam periods, a fire watch is established by hiring firemen who patrol the
corridors of classroom buildings," said
Schimpf. "During a fire watch, the alarm
system is silenced."
Fire officials have also noticed a dramatic drop in false alarms, especially mali-
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New prevention measures.
lower fire alarms, damages

cious false alarms, in the past six years.
"I think since 9/11 Just the fact that 300
some odd firefighters died in the World
Trade Center, the mindset has changed,
which is good. It's about time," said
Bouchard. "So we've noticed a tremendous
reduction in those malicious alarms."
Fire has not been the only force to expel students from their dorms, however, as
Campion Hall resident Tim Fater, '05 found
out in late October, 2002.
Fater, his roommate, Liam Hanley, and
other Campion residents were evacuated at
about 9 p.m. on a Monday night after a student threw a football and accidentally
knocked off a sprinkler head, flooding the
building from the third floor down.
"I thought, 'our floor's not going to get
wet...'" said Fater, who lives on Campion's
first floor. "It leaked right through the ceiling tile, it went through my roommate's bed,
destroyed the futon, leaked on to the ground
and destroyed the carpet."
After the initial cleanup that lasted until 3 a.m., the two residents of Campion 115
began to calculate the bill: $600 worth of
damage.
"The school didn't pay for anything, we
had to pay for everything and that kind of
sucked," said Fater, whose parents'
homeowners' insurance policy had a $ 1,000
deductible.
"It was such an inconvenience but there
was nothing we could have done...we just
kind of had to make the best of it," Fater
said.

Mirror file photo

Aside from the difficulties they cause
for administrators, professors, and Fairfield
firefighters, students must ultimately bear
the burden, as each fire drill drags them from
their beds groggy, sleep-deprived, and sometimes, even wet.
"It was just bad luck - the chances of a
ball being thrown up there and knocking the
sprinkler off ... that's what happens when
you're in college and there's a lot of people
in the dorm doing stupid stuff," said Fater.
"As I say this I'm dribbling a ball in the hall
myself."

There's entertainment
throughout the week!

±\.l. JLAEIi\XJL

Wednesday -Jazz Nite

DINER - RESTAURANT

Thursday - Karaoke
Friday & Saturday
Live Bands
inday - Brunch

DISCOUNT
with student ID

Check out some of our menu items:
Grilled Margarita Pizza

Fresh Seafood o Steaks
Chops o Cocktails
Wines o Beer

Shrimp Primavera Pasta

$I5-95

Succulent sauteed Shrimp and vegetables over penne
in a roasted garlic & herb sauce.

The Buffalo Burger

$8.95

Real 100% Buffalo meat for the adventurous eater. It's also lowef in fat!
Served with cheese of your choice: American, Cheddar, Mozzarella
or Gorgonzola.

Thanks for voting
us best diner!

Grilled Rack of Lamb

$20.95

A t4 oz Rack of Lamb served with a Balsamic Shallot sauce.

BEST DINER

J

2000,2001,2002 --The Mirror

U

3350 Post Road
Southport, CT 06890
(203) 259-0603

.. $7.95

Simple but tasty, stolen from our Italian Brothers. A must have!
Mozarella, fresh tomato sauce and basil.

Wild Salmon Fillet

$14.95

Served with a Lemon Thyme Butter sauce and mixed grilled vegetables.

I

Open 24 Hours, 7 Days
All major credit cards accepted

2000 Black Rock Turnpike
Fairfield, CT
333-1522
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damage by building

Here is the total dollar amounLs for damage
in each residence hall (as of April 25):

4-JT . -~~W^T—

SNAPSHOT
Campion
Regis
Jogues|
Gonzaga
Kostka
Loyola I
Townhouses j
Apartments
Claver j
Dolan I

MIRROR

NEWS

emember
when you
thought college
lasted just
four years?

$9,203.55
jR $8,954.32
58,717.09
$7,034.63
1 $5,421.39

1,007.51
,952.75
1,390.40
,277.80
Graphic by Joshua O'Connell/The Mirror

Source: Housing Operations

Dolan, Claver see least damage
CONTINUED FROM P.

1

Meanwhile, Jogues Hall, which has
been notorious in the past for its high damage fees, has actually seen less damage since
becoming an all-freshmen dorm last fall.
"The damage is right where we had hoped
it would be," said Stephenson.
In comparison,buildings like Kostka,
Claver, Dolan, and Loyola see fewer common area damage problems (see Snapshot,
above).
"I think it's because people have taken
more ownership of the building," said Rob
Keder, '04, an RA in Loyola Hall, where
damages so far are $3,450.77. However, he
added, it only takes one person to cause damage, so you can't speak for a whole building.
According to the student handbook,
"Damages caused to the room, townhouse,
or apartment and its furnishings will be
charged to residents of that room or unit,"
while damages caused to common areas will
be charged to either the residents of the entire building or to a specific floor within the
building, unless the perpetrator can be identified.
"It's all about being in a respectful community," said Stephenson. Students are
urged to report anything they know about
individuals responsible for common area

damages to an RA or to the department of
housing.
The highest bills occur when an elevator is damaged, according to Stephenson.
When this occurs, the whole building is usually charged to have the elevator repaired.
In addition, since the repairs typically take
place on the weekends, then students are
charged to pay the maintenance workers
time and a half.
During the year, said Keder, charges
usually come from people ripping down
posters from bulletin boards or leaving
messes in the hallways that must be cleaned
up. He also said a floor is usually charged
every time a toilet or water fountain needs
to be fixed.
In cases where building damage is continuously a problem, said Kugler, the RAs
usually talk to the residents to see if they
know anything about the responsible individuals. Then, there is usually a mandatory
meeting with^iousing, along with increased
rounds by RAs as well as an increased presence of security.
In extreme cases, according to
Stephenson, it might be necessary to hire a
security officer to remain in the building
constantly. When this happens, the residents
of the building are charged to pay for the
cost of the security officer.

Spam Jam kegs dumped early
CONTINUED FROM P.

1

why tapped kegs were dumped.
"We poured those kegs out so the
people who paid for them could get their
deposits back. We also have three untapped
kegs left over. They may possibly be donated to Senior Week," said Stark.
1,040 people attended a very well-behaved Spam Jam, according to Stark.
"We had a few isolated incidents of
people not wearing wristbands being asked
to leave. But the roping off of the area and
constant presence of 3 Residence Hall Coordinators, 2 Fairfield Police officers,
Fairfield University Security officers, and
myself at all times kept any problems to a
minimum. From my perspective, the day
went very well."
Ed Feldheim, '03, begged to differ.
"I was mistreated by the Fairfield Police," said Feldheim.
According to Feldheim, he was riding
his bike on campus and after avoiding a collision with a police cruiser, he was asked to
stop by an officer on foot. He complied and
was talking to that officer when Officer Scott
Sudora, the man in the, cruiser, pulled up.
"I was standing with my hands on my

head, resting them, when Officer Sudora
grabbed them and locked them behind my
back, as if to handcuff me and threw me in
the back of his cruiser," said Feldheim.
Feldheim claims that Officer Sudora
accused him of ignoring a request to stop
when he first avoided the cruiser.
"I didn't hear him say anything. I find
the whole thing pretty ridiculous and a bit
overdone. I have a bruise on my arm from
where he grabbed me," said Feldheim.
Feldheim was issued a 60-dollar ticket
for riding his bike on the wrong side of the
road. No one at Fairfield Police Department
could be reached for comment.
However, most students did enjoy their
time at Spam Jam.
"It was good times. Too bad it rained
the day before and made the ground muddy,
but it was fun to hang out with friends outside in an open environment. It was nice to
be able to drink in front of security, as well,"
said Sean Klock, '04.
Stark, in his first year running Spam
Jam, was happy with how everything turned
out.
"Everyone who worked to make this
happen did a wonderful job and worked very
hard," said Stark.
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at Americas first
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all
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800/442-GRAD.

BENTLEY COLLEGE
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Theatre program boasts successful grads
BY LORRAINE DELLICARPINI

"Hi, may I take your order?" "Do you
want fries with that?" "Would you like to
Super Size your meal?"
If you think that these are the only lines
that are going to be recited by graduating
Fairfield theatre majors, think again.
Despite the weak economy, several recent theatre graduates have had considerable success in theatre. Steve O'Connell,
'00, recently composed original music for
"Blue Man Group" on Broadway, and Tara
Barroqueiro, '94, worked with Al Pacino in
the stage production of Eugene O'Neill's
"Hughie," and she is currently assistant to
Broadway producer Harold Prince.
Gil Hizon, '01, and other recent graduates have also moved to Chicago to audition for Second City, the acclaimed improv
group that began the careers of actors like
Chris Farley, Mike Myers, Bill Murray and
John Belushi.
"By the time a student graduates from
this program, they have had a very broad
sense of what the entire theatre world is
about from a historical, theoretical, critical,
and performance standpoints. They can
leave the program and decide where they
want to go," said Lynne Porter, director of
the theatre program.
This year, Fairfield will be graduating
five female theatre majors, all of whom have
developed their talents for writing, directing, acting and designing during their years
at Fairfield. This summer and fall they will
head off to New York, Chicago and Vermont

and apply their
experiences to
begin careers in
theatre.
Those who
pursue acting audition in Manhattan
and
throughout the
Northeast, while
others who pursue jobs in technical production
Chris Donato/The Mirror
find work in the(From left to right)Tanya Chavez, Kristy Farrell, Angela
atre companies Lewonczyk, Marisa Marquez, Kristen Wilkins, Elizabeth Capinera
as apprentice designers.
equal amount of classes in theatre history
"The Theatre Department does amaz- and design as I have in cting. It allows you
ing things for its students," said Kathleen to explore many areas of theatre that you
Mooney, '02, who worked after graduation probably would not study if this were a conat the Westport Country Playhouse as a stage servatory program," she said.
management intern.
Theatre majors have been able to show"I had an opportunity to work with pro- case their talents in recent on-campus professional New York directors like Doug ductions like "Steel Magnolias," which was
Moser ["The Laramie Project"], and cos- directed by Megan Bell, '03. In addition,
tume designers like Hugh Hansen. Our the department has produced "The Laramie
proximity to the city and the connections Project," "Pippin," Shakespeare's "Henry
that our professors have given a unique trait IV, Part I," "Lend Me a Tenor," and several
to our theatre department," said Mooney.
student-written and directed plays.
In addition, students appreciate the
Despite classes and productions on
many aspects of theatre they are exposed to campus, the emphasis on theatre does not
as a major.
discourage students from other careers.
"I think one of the best things about
"We fully support a liberal arts educaTheatre Fairfield is that it gives you the op- tion," said Porter. "If you don't understand
portunity to participate in every facet of the a little bit of how the world works, you are
program," said Liz Capinera '03.
too limited."
" As a theatre major, I have taken an

Every year several theatre majors
choose to study abroad in London, where
they have the option of participating in theatre while they're there. Students can study
at universities such as Regents College in
London, or fully immerse themselves in theatre by taking classes at a conservatory.
"For the most part, by studying abroad
I found myself with an even more concrete
desire to pursue theatre," said theatre major
Angela Lewonczyk, '03.
"I went to an acting conservatory [in
London], so not only did I take all theatre
classes all day long, including tutorials and
workshops with famous acting professionals, but I also saw about 30 plays during my
time abroad," she said.
Although some theatre majors are
drawn to the possibility of a career in Europe, many travel throughout the country
and begin their post-graduate career with
regional theatre.
Megan Bell, '03, is moving away from
the Northeast to settle in Chicago to work
in improv at the Second City. A city like
Chicago is a big draw for theatre majors, as
it moves them away from the East Coast,
and exposes them to several community theatres in addition to improvisational acting.
"Ideally, my goals include being able
to support myself reasonably being an actor," said Capinera, who plans to return to
Lost Nation Theater in Montpelier, VT,
where she was a performance intern last
summer.

You are cordially invited to attend the chartering of
Fairfield University 's circle
and the induction of new members into

Omicron Delta Kappa
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Regina A. Quick Center for the Arts
J

— Inductees
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Elizabeth Croney
Erin Curtin
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Christopher Dill
Karen Donoghue
Natalie Glavan
Sean Hayes
Jennifer M. Hughes
Huy Huynh
Jeffrey Ulustrato
Robert Keder

Dr. Cherie Keen
Kurt Kuechler
Jonathan Kugler
Gina Lanzafama
Francis Marx
Samantha Mekrut
Jessica Michael
Kristen Nilsen
Megan Noonan
Mikayla Palazzolo
Laura Pfeifer
Matthew Rvzewski
Laura Sandonato
Dr. David Sapp
Edward Seavers, III
Aaron Sevmour
Dean Timothy Snyder
Jeffrey Stone
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Shadows over Prep: One of the former teachers is still serving the public today.

Allegations go back 20 or 30 years
CONTINUED FROM P.

1

from his ministerial duties, in accordance
with the policies of The Society of Jesus of
New England.
"It's [sexual misconduct by clergy]
been happening. It was just a type of thing
that was part of the news," said university
chaplain Rev. Paul Carrier, SJ. "You just
have to hope that the people put in responsibility are bourn by ethical codes. You have
to hope that they are ethical and moral."
Professor of Religious Studies, Dr. Paul
Lakeland was surprised that these have been
the only two accused incidents at Prep during such a lengthy period of time.
"I was both disappointed and not surprised, because there are very few institutions like this [Prep] in the Catholic Church
that haven't been touched in some way by
the sex abuse crisis in the last 20 or 25
years," Lakeland said.
"On the assumption that these accusations are justified, you are never going to
be 100 percent successful in screening,"
Lakeland added. "If all Prep has had is two
incidents of this kind of behavior over 20
or 30 years, they're pretty damn lucky that
they are not facing more."
Acts of misconduct within the clergy
have been in the news with victims coming
forward.
Former Bishop of the Bridgeport Diocese Rev. Edward M. Egan, and now Cardinal of New York, allowed several priests
facing multiple accusations of sexual abuse
to continue working, according to a March
17, 2002 article in The Hartford Courant.
Egan's predecessor, former Bridgeport
Bishop Walter Curtis, testified in 1995 that
the diocese deliberately moved accused pedophile priests to a different parish to give
them a "fresh start," according to The Hartford Courant. Curtis, who is now deceased,
also admitted to destroying records of some
priests.
"The single biggest complaint against
American Bishops in the way they have
handled the sex abuse crisis is that they have
thought the answer to this is to buy off the
victims - buy their silence - and move the
priest," Lakeland said. "That is utterly disreputable."
Lakeland said measures to make a

healthier priesthood by not mandating celibacy and permitting married men and
women could alleviate some of these problems, instead of having a "private club" of
celibate men.
"That private club is often tempting to
people who want to hide their sexuality or
are not comfortable with it or don't know
how to deal with it," Lakeland said. "They
know if they become a priest, no one will
question them."
According to Miller, Prep's policies and
procedures haven't changed since the
knowledge of the alleged incidents.
"Pedophilia is a sickness - a psychological sickness. You just have to recruit
the best possible teachers, and do the best
possible background checks," said Professor of Philosophy Rev. Thomas Regan, S.J.
"Beyond that, you just have to be vigilant
and be aware of what's going on. It's important to create an environment where the
kids feel comfortable coming forward."
Fairfield Prep graduates who now attend the university said they felt comfortable while at Prep and were shocked to hear
the allegations.
"It's surprising to hear. I don't know
what stance to take," said Ryan Birge, '05.
"I interacted with many priests while at Prep,
and couldn't imagine anything like this happening. These are just allegations - there's
nothing to worry about. Sending the letter
just caused a false sense of panic."
Christian Bangert, '03, said the accusations would never tarnish the Jesuit beliefs and traditions that were instilled in him
by Prep and the university.
"My first reaction was surprise. But
because of the many problems occurring
within the Catholic Church at this time, it
didn't totally astound me," Bangert said. "I
experienced nothing but support and guidance from every lay-teacher and Jesuit that
I knew while at Prep."
Fr. Regan said Prep followed regular
policies when notified of the accusations and
immediately acknowledged it, and the main
priority is always to reach out to the victims.
"The first responsibility [of the letter],"
Regan said, "is to make a clear message that
this is not something that's accepted at our
schools."
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HATE EVERYTHING!
SEAN HAYES

Final words
of wisdom
Graduation is only seventeen
days away, and as I look back on
my four years at Fairfield, I have
the following insights to offer:
•If you are a freshman finishing up your first year and getting
ready to blow off final exams,
don't. I have been to several career and graduate school events,
and someone always asks what
you should do if you had a "bad
semester freshman year." Guess
what gang, grad schools and employers don't care; they are going
to accept and hire the kids who
didn't waste their time dorm hopping.
•Take difficult core classes,
you would be surprised how much
more beneficial Microbiology will
be than Rainforest Ecosystems.
•Go to class.
•If you want awards and accolades from Fairfield administrators, join the student government.
If you want job skills and a great
resume, join The Mirror.
•If you want good concerts,
transfer.
•We are the last class to ever
experience a Luau and Clam Jam
in the same year. Thus, the beach
is officially dead. However, it
would be wonderful if some sort
of organization existed, comprised
of elected officials perhaps, that
would challenge that injunction in
court.
• Group work should officially change its name to: "Work
credited to five people that was
done by one person."
•That kid you always make
fun of in class for answering questions does make fun of you for
being a moron.
•Don't complain about registration unless you've ever tried
to fit 3,000 students into five separate classes leading to the qualifications for a degree.
•Until the school stops referring to the Midwest as part of
"other geographical regions" (as if
we live in Antarctica) it will never
reach national prominence.
There are many other things
to say, but above all I have learned
this: college is really what you
make of it. If you want good
grades, you can get them. If you
want to be really involved, you can
join clubs.
And finally, if you want to be
wrongly and unjustly criticized in
a letter to our university president,
and then never apologized to, join
The Mirror.

Party animals: Any student who decides to live at The Zoo is in for a real "Animal House" experience.

Chris Donato/The Mirror

The most magical place on earth
After over 30 years, the beach is still the place to be for Fairfield students
BY JULIE MCDERMOTT

"Hey, what did you do last
night?"
"Not much, just stopped by
the Booby Trap for a bit, and then
went to the Insanity for a while. I
heard the Dog House was fun,
though."
With the strong possibility of
confusing almost any normal
American, the above conversation
could only make perfect sense to
one small community—the students of Fairfield University.
Upon entering Fairfield, one
of the first lessons students learn
is the legacy of the beach houses,
occupied off campus by junior and
senior Fairfield students.
There are over 100 universityoccupied beach houses, with crazy
names such as the Smoking
Bishop, the Albino Frog, the Naked Mormon and the Frozen
Shamrock.
As time passes, students become more familiar and connected
with the beach houses. Whether it
is partying in them, living in them
or planning to reside in them, the
named beach houses serve many
noteworthy advantages.
"Having the names makes it

so much easier to find the houses.
It's so much easier to associate a
name with a house than a street
number," said Julie Nicholson,
'03. "Plus, it gives each house
character."
"Without the Greek system, I
find it is a useful and fun means to
find your way around the beach,"
said Pete Albert, '03. "I would
venture to say it is the invention
of the century, besides Foosball."
Along with its advantages for
current students, the notoriety of
the beach houses also exists for
alumni of Fairfield University.
"Alumni that I have talked to
remember what houses they've
lived in," said Colette Landers,
'03, co-president of the Student
Beach Resident Association.
"I've talked to alumni that
have been here over 15 years ago,
and the houses have remained the
same. Many of them were started
or changed in the late 80s and have
stuck over the years."
Robert Brennan, a current
landlord of one of the rented beach
houses, as well as an alumnus of
the university, recalls only two
houses in 1965 where Fairfield students lived.
"In the mid-80s was when the

beach houses hit their peak. I don't
think they always had names, but
I know they did in the 80s," said
Brennan. "I would guess the
names started in the 70s, when the
kids started to flock off campus."
The houses rented by students
are scattered in location, many of
their backyards facing out onto the
Long Island Sound on Fairfield
Beach Road, or on neighboring
streets such as College Place, Reef
Road and Rowland Road.
Cynthia Woll-Walsh, '75, recalls living on Fairfield Beach
Road in a house that was then
called the Watford, but is now
known as the White House.
"When we lived at the beach,
it was nothing but Fairfield students," said Walsh. "Some of the
houses weren't winterized. The
SeaGrape was called the Nautilus
and it was the hangout."
Lantern Point, mostly referred
to as "the Point," is the most populated student section of Fairfield
Beach Road.
"The Point is a fun place, because there are a lot of houses with
parties, and you get to run into
people and find out what's going
on," said Chas Hayes, '03. "It's a
unique spot where all these stu-

dents get to live near each other,
near the water, and in a nice area."
Annual or even "out of the
blue" parties celebrating various
events sometimes take place near
or on the Point, where a DJ might
be found playing music to a mass
amount of students crowded
around kegs just waiting to be
emptied.
"Parties at the Point are fun,
because it's the only time that a
bunch of different groups get to
hang out in one area," said Cait
Kraus, '04.
The houses near or on the
beach allow for an eccentric experience for many Fairfield students.
The beach atmosphere creates a
different environment compared to
most Northeastern colleges and
universities.
The exotic names, the water
and the parties make the beach system at Fairfield an amazing experience.
"Getting to live on the beach,
in addition to all the different
names of the houses, makes living
off-campus at Fairfield original,"
said Alex Sabra, '03. "My friends
from home are always jealous once
they understand the set-up of our
off-campus housing."
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Frazzled over finals
BY CARLEIGH BROWER

This past weekend's festivities brought the promise of
summer, leaving the majority of us sunburned and relaxed.
Classes have come to an end, so it's time to celebrate, right?
Well, not just yet. Unfortunately, the weather's warmed
up just in time for us to sweat through every college student's
worst nightmare—finals week.
Ah, finals. If the word is enough to send a shudder through
your body, you're not alone. Suddenly, we all realize just
how quickly the semester has passed us by. And, if you've
happened to spend a good portion of it partying, or let one or
two classes fall by the wayside, you're probably starting to
panic right about now.
After all, somehow we're expected to study for five finals with a grand total of three reading days. Oh, and one of
them is Sunday. Sunday's supposed to be a day of rest, so
how can that possibly count? And whose bright idea was it to
make us have class on Monday and finals starting on Wednesday? Let's face it, that just encourages cramming.
Nevermind that "you should have been preparing all
along" speech that professors are so fond of. Let them attempt to juggle five or six classes all semester, each one with
its own massive amount of tests/papers, all the while preparing for a final that seems far in the future.
All of a sudden that future is not so distant. Finals are
upon us, whether we like it or not. The question is, how are
we going to handle it? Some of us, especially those suffering
from acute senioritis, seem to be fond of the denial approach.
Symptoms of denial are close cousins of procrastination.
Procrastination can cause us to do all sorts of strange things.
Say you've just opened your physics book (and if it made a

o

will kill whoever gets in their way.
cracking noise when you did this, it's
Hopefully, most of us will take
probably already too late for you)
a middle of the road approach.
when you suddenly feel an
At one point in all of our coloverwhelming urge to clean
lege careers, there's goyour shower. It doesn't
ing to be one final that
matter that you haven't
we freak out about,
done this all semester,
causing us to either
but it's suddenly bestudy insanely or just
come the most presscompletely blow it off.
ing issue of your life.
This will not be the
Or maybe you've decase with every final,
cided that this is the
though. If you've gone
perfect time for you to
to
class, done your pacatch up on all those
pers,
and stayed pretty
Dawson's Creek epimuch on top of things, do
sodes you missed for the
yourself a favor and relax.
last, oh, four years.
Study, but don't make yourA variation on the deHitting the books: Two students make
self sick. It really is just a test.
nial approach is the attitude,
time for some last minute preparation.
Whatever you choose to do, try
"we're in college to have fun, not
not to annoy your roommates this
to study." This may seem like the most
attractive way to go, but it probably won't seem like such a week. Tensions will be running high, but avoid the urge to
good idea when your grades arrive in the mail. Just some- jump down each other's throats. It's not your roommate's
fault that your religion final is making you want to kill yourthing to keep in mind.
At the other end of the spectrum is the insanity approach. self. Why ruin the last week of school by fighting?
And if you don't work/play well with others, consider
These are the people who make notes on color coded index
cards, have an outline for every essay that could possibly ap- camping out in the library. You'll probably get more done
pear on the final, and lock themselves in the library for an there anyway. If you can't stand the quiet, though, and you
entire week memorizing their textbooks. Those who take this and your friends can actually get some studying done together,
approach are usually people who haven't touched the book then by all means, form study groups. Sometimes it's easier
all semester and are in full panic mode, or people who freak when you know everyone is stressing out as much as you are.
Finally, during finals week, never underestimate the power
out before every test or paper, but always get an A, anyway.
It's best to steer clear of these people, because they can and of chocolate. In my experience, it helps you think.
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Do you have any parting words for the
students of Fairfield?
Zeitz
Well, Don's on the disabled list with a
strained groin. One would think that living
at "The Bunny" would keep a person in
shape. I guess that's not the case. Remember, people, always stretch.
You might say to yourself: Chris, you're
a junior, so how can you give parting words
to Fairfield? It's simple — I am leaving Fairfield as of this weekend to begin an ill-conceived stint in the Mexican Baseball
Leagues. That's right, the seasons are long
and the heat is oppressive, but it's the best
shot I got.
The seniors and those pursuing their
dream of being a utility infielder for a cutthroat generalissimo team owner will soon
be gone from this sacred turf that is Fairfield.
We have a few more days to etch a name
for ourselves in the metaphorical bathroom
stalls of this school's legacy, but this place
belongs to the underclassmen and the gigantic class of 2004, now.
And I say, let them have it. Don't get
me wrong, I have enjoyed my time here immensely, but there comes a time to move on.
My friends that have already graduated tell

HE ttfrf / SHE Sd1<l
me how great the "Real World" is. Why, one
of them is a substitute gym teacher for a town
in Massachusetts, and he graduated Phi Betta
Kappa with a double major in biology and
philosophy!
If he's doing so well, I'm sure we all have
no reason to fear this slumping job market.
I could give you general advice, but I
don't think it'd be anything surprising. How
many times can you say "have fun" or "don't
eat food that's been in the micro-fridge for
too long?" So, I'm going to address a few,
select groups of next year's student body.
To juniors living in dorms:
I can understand why you'd be upset. But
think of it this way, you don't have to worry
about some chumps stealing your CDs when
you're hosting a party.
To freshmen living in Dolan:
I suggest you make up an imaginary
friend or start an unhealthy video game habbit.
If we have another tough winter, no one will
ever see you again and you will have a lot of
free time.
To the football and hockey teams:
Best of luck next season!!! Oh, wait.
Nevermind.

I presume that every member of the class
of 2003 has some final thoughts, words or
advice. After four years, we've finally become masters here—from living with others
to finally figuring out precisely how to balance school and the social scene, to being able
to sleep through just about any noise outside.
Don and I are lucky enough to have our
last words and be read by the Fairfield U
masses. Seniors, I wish you the best in all
that you do. Realize that our experience here
has forever linked us. From the days of the
haunting "Celebrate Good Times" to our upcoming commencement in two weeks, we will
have all gone through so much.
I have met some amazing people here at
Fairfield, but I must admit I have met some
toxic ones as well. Although we are fortunate enough to have only encountered a few
girls like this, they've definitely made their
mark. So, in a nutshell, you can try to bring
us down as much as you want, but you'll never
succeed. You'll probably spend your entire
lives trying to make others miserable just by
existing, but in the end, you'll just realize that
you yourselves are miserable. So, we get the
last laugh.

Raimondo
Anyway, let's not focus too much on
that. All in all, Fairfield is a wonderful experience by giving us independence, a great
education, opportunities, and lifelong
friends. I'd like to say that my housemates,
friends and everyone else who has ever
shown kindness here have truly touched me.
I will always remember those of you that
have with fondness.
My advice to underclassmen is to never
take yourselves too seriously. It's ridiculous. If you aren't able to laugh at yourself, then what's the point? Also, understand the value of loyalty. There will undoubtedly be a circumstance down the line
that tests you or your friends' loyalty. It
will make or break you or your friends as
genuine and true people.
Back to the important issue here: Senior week. Let's do it up! I can speak for
Southern Comfort when I say we literally
made a list of things we NEED to do before graduation. Even if you don't want to
go to the girly extreme that we did, make
sure you do exactly what you want to do
during these last few days here at Fairfield.
What a long, strange trip it's been...

Cheen
Send in Cheers & Bo<
campuslife@fairfieldi
to twice, then three times...to 5 night
binders...to congratulating Sean for party
wolf award of the weekend...to McDonald's
rides at 8 am, yeah S-dog...to the X-rated
room...to blizzards...to monging...to the action futon...to Super Troopers...to Mike's
Pizza...to the box...to no more BU 100 or
200, what a stupid concept...to the maple
leafs, chin up, there's always next year...to
no more 8 a.m. spring practices...to Dave
Chappelle and white people jokes...to putting shaving cream all over Keith and then
denying it...to the Quick Center seniors,
thanks, good luck ad we'll miss you...to
Gina, Marissa, Kerri and Lynn, four of the
best QC House Managers...to Womack for
paying the bills all year, thank you...to
Caitlin, Virg, Alysia, Amy, and Kelbel, the
best housemates ever...to Elvis we love you
too, you fat cat...to living up to our "no regrets" for senior year...to Amelia's glee club
performance, you are singing at my
wedding...to the BCC on Sunday after spam
jam...to being 21 at Spam Jam...to TH manager Dave...to daiquiris and Pina Coladas...to
only one final, whoo hooo...to having two
weeks to do nothing but catch some serious
and like super rays...to Julie, hang in there
champ...to having kegs at the house Friday,
Saturday and Sunday...to Emilio Estevez
showing up to our party, rock on Emilio...to
the psycho-free townhouse...to beers (it
rhymes)...to "my showing ball"...to a mouthful of sorry...to playing dominoes on street

corners...to the Levee bartenders...to being the
girl in the sweatshirt...to having to come up
with headlines...to Laura's PS2 skills...to having live bands at parties...to i'm not laughing...4/800th response...to studying in the
BCC...to Kevin Millwood's no hit in
Philly to Oscar award winning
preformances...to girlfriend's cookies...to
roommates who stay up all night, sleep all day,
and smell of cheap cologne and booze....to Mr.
T....to Mrs. T and her spices...to the Old Spice
company signing me to a lucrative deal...to
Sean's stink...to Free Mumia...to Free
Willy...to Vincente Padilla...to my Spanish
teacher and her Colombian love songs...to the
National Guard base in Vice City...to the RHC
of Loyola...to gigantic bicepts...to finals week
"Good Times" to free pizza...to a guy I went
to high school with who was never really all
that cool...to P-Cutter and Street Wars 6 "Madness in Baghdad...to Javid—all hip-hop all the
time...to the tapeworm which eats the Sodexho
food my body can't digest...to football on an
old VCR tape!...to the "up-town girls" in the
BCC...to the cutie who works the sheer at the
deli...to chugging...to never having to see my
RA again...to my micro-fridge!...to Mike
Tyson for loving me...to the salad shooter...to
Piggy's seven minute run to Jogues...to
Donato getting into Spain, go there
already!...to security's response time, good job
guys!...to Steph and Laura, the best section
editors ever, you will be missed, terribly so...to
Marty's...to Gotterdamerung...to Becks, stay...

Monday at 5 p.m.!
Mail: BoxAA
to Greek-Canadian roommates who think they
are English and Jamaican at the same time,
you are neither...to it being 35 degrees at the
end of April...to people always wanting to
borrow your car, not noticing that gas is
expensive...to lazy project teammates...to
campus security for not noticing a green Audi
A4 all year...to sinking in the mud in my new
sandals at Spam Jam....to getting kicked out
of Spam Jam difnng the last hour...to
housemates who kept making me get them
beers, then stealing my cup and going to funnel back at the house...to getting sunburn...to
passing out by 6 p.m....to writing a twenty
page paper all night Saturday...to whoever
decided to stop cooking burgers at 3 p.m. at
Spam Jam...to the "mysterious" hickey on my
neck...to the tutoree from hell...to leaving
Spam Jam early to write a paper semi-wasted
at the library...to the emergency room doctors
who don't believe in distributing Perks to
people who are in pain».to missing presentations because of violent vomiting the day after Spam Jam...to blacking out and not remembering hanging out with friends...to rolls of
film with random people on them...to people
who take pictures of just themselves with
someone else's camera, could anything be
more pointless or annoying?...to liberating the
lain ...to the guy who kicked the kegs early...to
Rob Lowe, who invited you?...to the
curiaaaa...to Monica Lewinsky and Mr. Personality, how ridiculous is that...to SARS...to
France, enoush said...to a certain Protestant/

Reverend professor...to the Grape
bartenders...to impressions...to rubbing people
the wrong way, whoops...to girls that come to
your house and say to you, "can you move?
You're sitting in my chair"...to unreliable writers, thanks for nothing...To Zeitz and his A on
the midterm...To getting pants at the keg...to
Arsenal, you'll never win the Premiership...to
Real Madrid and their government
bailouts...to United crashing out of the Champions League in the quarters...to the bombing
of Guernica, you'll be infamous forever.
Franco...to RUC collusion...to being sick...to
Jules breaking her ankle during finals week,
get better Jules...to the stink...to people who
have nothing better to do than tell on other
people, get a life, or at least bicker on your
cell phone in the corner for an hour...to the
seven dwarfs lying in front of Congress...to
being in the nicotine delivery business...to Ms.
Caparelli checking with outside counsel
first...to Hamond failing to get the captions
done in a prompt and reasonable timeframe...to less than 24 hours left before I have
to hand in a paper...to Weber failing to take
into account human nature in framing his theories on bureaucracy and public
administration...to not knowing who is in a
picture when you have to write a caption...to
people who don't like the art of Salvador
Dali...to
corporate ■ confidentiality
agreements...to the governor of Mississippi
suing his own attorney general...to TJR leavins. vou will be missed by all of us very much
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Reality bites
"Real Cancun" really horrible
BY SEAN HAYES

So there I am, nearly finished with my three in one
review of Confidence, Better Luck Tomorrow and
The Real Cancun when the A&E Editor hits me with
it: he only has good art for The Real Cancun so I can only
write about that movie.
Can I write about two good movies that people can see this weekend when they
can't get into the sequel to X-Menl No.
Can I at least say that Better Luck Tomorrow is a powerful new film from a director
to watch for the next ten years? No.
Can I at least say that Confidence is a truly enjoyable movie, a great return to form
from the director of the masterpiece Glengarry Glen Ross? No.
Can I at least say how shady it is that our Editor simply wants a review of this
movie so he can look at a production still of a woman in a bikini? No.
I was beaten; forced to write about the biggest piece of garbage I have ever seen
in my life. TJie Real Cancun is pure trash: the kind of film that could signal the
coming of the cultural apocalypse for America. The Real Cancun
is so poorly done, so poorly edited, so poorly filmed, that one
has to think long and hard to decipher why anyone would ever
agree to go through with this production.
Money obviously was the real draw. Budgeted under $10 million, the producers were hoping for a "quick hit" release: lots of
money in the first weekend to recoup costs. Everything else would
be the icing on the cake. Perhaps there is hope for humanity (and I
say that knowing full well millions watch garbage like Mr. Personality and The Bachelor) because this film bombed in its first weekend.
Writing a review about this film is difficult, for I have to try to
remain objectively and constructively critical while trying to hold
back the hate filled bile this film filled me with for 90 minutes. The
main problem with writing a review is an inherent problem of the
film: all of the individuals look, sound and act alike.
All the guys wear bandanas, spiky hair and walk around in
the Abercrombie and Fitch tank tops any person with the least
bit of dignity would avoid like the plague.
The girls are equally troubling, screaming at every turn,
wearing their J. Crew bikinis like
weapons, talking with moral indignation one minute
concerning the

horrific nature of one
night stands, and in the next
scene they're all clamoring for a chance to rub their butts
against Snoop Doggy Dogg's crotch. Yes, the famous rapper. He's in
this movie for some reason.
I probably cannot say much more about The Real Cancun than has
already been said. What is truly horrific about this film is the way in which cheapens the nature
,--JA t
of documentary films, which when properly done can be ^'&'j[2<CL,IGK f ACTS
quite groundbreaking and powerful. To call a movie in
which a dozen brats are given an all-expenses paid trip to a
fabulously expensive resort "real" is degrading to the people
(0 out of 5)
who might actually take documentaries, the real "reality"
films, seriously.
Movie:
If this is what Cancun is really like, then next year I'm
The Real Cancun
going to Florida.
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Is rap too commercialized?
Silkk the Shocker talks with The Mirroi
BY CAITLINU OCLINS

When "American Idol" host Ryan
Seacrest mentioned the name of the most
popular song of gangster rapper, 50 Cent,
on a recent taping of the show, the crowd
went wild.
"A California auditorium full of young,
mostly white, teenage girls went absolutely
insane at the mention of the name of a guy
who used to sell drugs," said rap fan Stacie
Lucas, 19.
It is another example of rap becoming
more commercialized and losing some of
its street credibility.
"Rap has gone commercial," rapper
Silkk the Shocker told The Mirror in an exclusive interview. "It just means that we, as
artists, have gotten smarter and are promoting ourselves better and breaking through
to new audiences. We're making more
money, becoming more famous, and it
shows."
Silkk praises the amazing crossover
success of 50 Cent, but recognizes the
switch 50 had to make from gangster to
partier in order to achieve that success.
In 50 Cents' song that broke him, "In
Da' Club," he raps about the commercialization of his own music in order to break
into the mainstream: "Tell you what Banks
told me, cuz' go head and switch the style
up ... and watch the money pile up."
Some go further and blame white CEOs
for the pop fame of rap music, where the
biggest star - Eminem — is white.
"White creative culture itself is one
large minstrelization of black culture," controversial writer Carol Chehade said in an

interview with 7726- Mirror. "There are many
whites, executives and artists, who copy
black creativity until it is gentrified. Today
the face of hip hop may be associated with
black faces, but underneath the blackness is
still a minstrel show
controlled by white
faces."
Underground
artists also feel the
influence of whites
and
corporate
America on their
raw and non-mainstream art form.
"Rap, a small
part of hip-hop as a
whole, has gone
mainstream," said
underground hiphop DJ Creep.
"But, we have to remember, it's all a
Thinking, reflecting,
part of a larger waxes philosophical.
trend. White pop
culture has a habit of taking black music and
making it theirs. In the twenties, jazz music
was all black, and then taken over by white
musicians. And in the fifties the early rock
n' roll artists were also black. Rap music is
the latest casualty."
Even the most famous white rapper, and
arguably the most famous white or black,
recognizes his own responsibility for white
popularization of rap music.
"I am the worst thing since Elvis
Presley, to do black music so selfishly, and
use it to get myself wealthy," rapped
Eminem in "Without Me." "Hey, there's a

concept that works, 20 million other white
rappers emerge."
The structure of the music industry
may also hold back rap's evolution, according to Fairfield music professor, Brian
Torff. "The challenge will
be for rap to move forward
and evolve despite the
limitations of corporate
media domination," he
said.
Yet, as irresponsible
and "pop" rap becomes
more fashionable and
profitable, what does it
mean for the quality, life,
and popularity of true
MCs?
"True MCs get lost
among these new rappers," said music journalist Kevin Powell. "The
formula for a hit record towww.google.com
illing: Silkk
day is simple: fancy yourself a thug, pimp, or gangster; rhyme about jewelry,
clothing, and alcohol; denigrate women in
every conceivable way, and party ad nauseam."
Still, many fans of rap say they like
what they like and feel that music is about
having fun, gangster or pop star.
"I'm white and I love rap music. I
don't think there is anything wrong with
that combination." said music fan Niki
Torre. "There's corporate influence in everything. It's too bad, but that's the way it
is. Still, I feel like I listen to what I want
and what I like, and not what white corporate America tells me to like."
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STAGGERING MEDIOCRITY
KEITH WHAMOND

Worst. Parting
column by a
departing section
editor. Ever.
During my incredible stay as the greatest Arts and Entertainment editor who ever
lived, I feel as though my success has been
something of a mixed blessing. All too often, I've been forced to turn a blind eye to
some of the things that have come across
my desk. Whether it be because of my sterling journalistic integrity or simply because
of political reasons, sometimes some things
simply can not be printed.
That is, until today.
There has been much controversy in the
Mirror office regarding the author of the
headline for my article on The Sopranos
entitled, "Worst. Season. Ever." Our current
lame-duck Editor in Chief, Sean Hayes,
seems to be very confused about the matter
(and about many other things). Let me be
perfectly blunt: the headline "Worst. Season. Ever." was completely conceptualized
by myself and Ethan Fry. Mr. Hayes had
nothing to do with it whatsoever, and neither did my ex-boss, the tyrannical former
A&E editor Gwen Nolan. I'm sorry Mr.
Hayes, but you are wrong. Dead wrong.
Honestly, I have terrible taste in both
film and music. I have never seen any of
the Indiana Jones movies. I don't own a
single Led Zeppelin album. My knowledge
of the finer points of film is shoddy at best
and I have little to no understanding at all
of anything artistic, but I'm proud to say I
never let these minor problems get in the
way of putting together one hell of an Entertainment section.
And now some quick, parting shots:
Zeitz should have won. Zack Finley is the
greatest player who ever graced Fairfield
University. Sean Hayes, when not going on
one of his hate filled rants, has been a fantastic Editor in Chief, and he will be missed
by all of us here at The Mirror.

Information Session
for Graduate Programs

Thursday, May 1,2003
Program Schedule
5 p.m.-5:30 p.m. Registration and refreshments
5:30 p.m.-5:45 p.m. Welcome and opening remarks
5:45 p.m.-6:30 p.m. Graduate program presentations
Held at the Charles F. Dolan School of Business.
ARTS AND SCIENCES
- American Studies
- Mathematics
BUSINESS
- Finance
- MBA
NURSING
- Health Care Management
- Nurse Practitioner
ENGINEERING
- Management ot Technology
- Software Engineering

Please R.S.V.R at (203) 254-4184
or toll-free, (866) 333-8648
E-mail: gradadmis@mail.fairfield.edu

EDUCATION &
ALLIED PROFESSIONS
- Applied Psychology
- Counselor Education
- Educational Technology
- Elementary/Secondary Teaching
& Certification
- Marriage & Family Therapy
- School Psychology
- Special Education
-TESOl./Bilingual Education

Salon

La <Di (Daa
Men, Women & Children

Fairfield
UNIVERSITY
Fairfield, Connecticut
www.fairfieM.ciiu

(203) 255-1866
http://pages.cthome.net/salonladidaa'
salon.ladidaa@snet,net
Students get 10% off with ID
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Material girl seems
to be out of material

comes off as silly and weak.
The line "I drive my Mini
Cooper/And I'm feeling super-duper" almost reminds
me of a Barney nightmare.
And if she's "just realized
that nothing is what it
seems," well, at the age of
44, don't you think it's a bit
late?
"Hollywood," is a great
pop song and looks to become the next single off the
album. I only hope radio stations cut out the "Push the
button / Don't push the button/ Trip the station/ Change
the channel" that repeats
three times at the end, slowing down each time so that
Madonna inevitably sounds
like Mr. T with a bad cold.
Otherwise, it's a catchy song
that would have been perfect.
When I first heard
"Love Profusion," I was sure
www.madonna.com
my CD was skipping, and Like a virgin: An annoying, untalented virgin.
then as if the intentional
skipping wasn't enough, the repeti- bass beat and well-timed lyrics of the album only gets better. If it
tive lyrics certainly got "under my sung with a vocoder (think: Cher) did get better from here, the first
skin" —in fact, Madonna sings but good nevertheless, "Nobody four songs might even be forgiv"I've got you under my skin" 20 Knows Me" is one of the best able.
times in the 3 1/2 minute song, I songs on the album.
While the title of "X-Static
The next song is reminiscent Process" might allude to some
even counted because I couldn't
of "Like a Prayer" in the way the jumpy techno tune, it's the exact
believe what I was hearing.
music
builds powerfully until near opposite. With a simple guitar,
Finally, with the fifth track,
the
end,
with a huge choral climax Madonna sings a slow duet with
Madonna succeeds in not annoywith
a
gospel
flair. This song, herself, and it's as calming as a
ing me. With a background that
"Nothing
Fails,"
which also suc- song by Enya. "Nobody knows
sounds like it was done on a simple
ceeds
in
not
being
an annoyance, me" should move over, I found a
keyboard from Radio Shack with
some enhancements, like a good makes the listener pray that the rest new favorite on the album!
It's back to techno with an
upbeat song about Madonna's sad
childhood, with "Mother and Father," and it's a throwback to her
80's incarnation, only with a
slightly modern twist. Then, when
you're no longer expecting it, the
song just ditches all hope for any
forgiveness of the musical weaknesses that pockmark the album,
and dives into another ridiculous
rap to which you could play hopscotch.
LetMt^f^ Tbm htvrme 6*#*w>»j
This song is followed by one
of the best Bond themes to date
(unless you listen to Elton John,
MrniM tkrntak TUMT^VJ
who said it was the worst ever),
St*wttkies
"Die Another Day," and it's a
fiO&M*,~tZi(X> mtyiakt
fmen C*ffte
shame that not all the songs on the
Prinks
album were as good as this one.
1\0Qpift,~2iQbA4n.
Yes, it even comes with the menacing laugh heard in the music
video!
ft:00mn~Z:00(itn
At the end of the album, I
called that friend to tell him I didn't
really like it, and that's when we
ff:00(K-f*,~fZ:00 tnijniakt
got in the argument. I did promise
him I wouldn't bash the Queen of
Pop too much, and I must admit
that after a couple of days, the album is growing on me . Over all,
it's not her best, but it's not her
worst either.

the yoga-obsessed Material Mom
showed such maturity and perfecA friend and I recently got in tion with the layered harmonies
a fight about Madonna's latest al- that her fans could only hope for
bum, American Life. He, claim- more.
Her fans, with the exception
ing to be her #1 fan, bought the
album on April 22, the day it hit of that friend of mine who thinks I
store shelves, and proceeded to do can't criticize her because I claim
nothing but rave about it until I to be a fan, now wonder just what
could get my own. So, five whole she thinks she's doing. Her mesdays later, I was psyched when I sage in the album, that American
got it-and all I can say is that she's society is too materialistic and
done better, and this doesn't shed worldly, becomes garbled with the
a "Ray of Light" for her career's little annoyances that occur in at
least half of the album.
future.
Just when you think a song is
While reading reviews of the
album, I figured that others were finally not going to have some rijust tearing her apart, still riding diculous touch that inevitably degrades
the
the wave of nitsong,
picking for her
DATA Madonna's
movie bomb,
Rating:
new favorite
"Swept Away"
toy—a monkey
(which really
wrench--hits
didn't seem like
you
in the forethat bad of a
(2.5 out of 5)
head.
movie, despite
Artist: Madonna
For exthe fact that
ample,
the title
there were only
Album:
track is a great
six other people
American Life
song with a
in the theater on
catchy beat, in
opening night).
Label:
which
MaSo
maybe
Warner Bros.
donna decided
Madonna's not
to try her hand
the best actress
at being a
in the world, but
she IS the Queen of Pop, so there's white rapper. She only proves that
no excuse. She's re-invented her- she's no Eminem. Her rap, which
self at least half a dozen times, and is a tribute to everyone on her payher latest incarnation (during roll as well as almost every form
which she produced 1998's "Ray of transportation she owns (she
of Light" and 2000's "Music") as mentioned the jet, but not her bike)
BY MEGAN MCGORY
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ANIMATING FAIRFIELD...

Editorial Board:
Sean A. Hayes - Editor in Chief
Ethan L. Fry - Managing Editor, Content
Joshua J. O'Connell - Managing Editor, Pesign/Online
Michael A. Bond - Commentary Editor

Spam Jam: a
tempered success
Spam Jam's final grade this year would probably be a
B. It did not shine like the Clam Jams of yore, but it was
a solid program that brought together upperclassmen for
an afternoon of revelry in the sun.
The university must be applauded for allowing responsible drinking. It is the upstanding preformance by
students in the past few Spam Jams that should make the
university and the town seriously consider lifting the injunction preventing Clam Jam.
Spam Jam still has its problems, though. Ed
Feldheim's allegation of police misconduct certainly
makes the list. Feldheim claims to have been given a hard
time because he was riding his bike in the area.
More troubling is that participants who paid for their
refreshments saw kegs of beer being dumped at 4:30 p.m.
for an event that was supposed to end at five. In addition
to this, many junior townhouse residents who do not participate in Senior Week but still contributed financially
for the festivities, saw the unused kegs rolled away for
use during Senior Week.
Spam Jam is a noble, but ultimately lacking, attempt
to fill the gaping hole left in Clam Jam's absence. Large
student gatherings help create a sense of class unity that
often feels lacking on this campus. If Clam Jam is gone
and Spam Jam is the sole option, one can only hope that
things improve.
Thank you for letting us have this small party together.
But, please let us get what we paid for. We paid for the
extra half-hour and we payed for those kegs that some
will never see again. As for the police and security, believe in us. We can party and drink responsibly.
The editorial represents the opinion of the majority
of The Mirror Editorial Board.
What is your opinion?
Write to us: commentary@fairfieldmirror.com

THE FAIRFIELD MIRROR
BoxAA
1073 North Benson Road
Fairfield, Connecticut 06430

News: (203) 256-6600
Advertising: (203) 256-6594
Editor in Chief: (203) 256-6529

The Mirror welcomes the opinions
and contributions of its readers:
Letters to the editor must be timely and submitted by disk,
e-mailed to commentary@fairfieldmirror.com
or submitted through our website: www.fairfieldmirror.com.
Once recieved, all letters become property of The Mirror.
There are no guarantees of publication and all submissions must be signed.
The Mirror reserves the right to edit letters and articles for content,
length and gtammatical error. Letters should be free of obscenities
and personal attacks, and should contain correct and factual information.
Please keep letters to under 350 words.

The Mirror is in room 104 of Barone Campus Center

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Student to Sodexho:
"Where's the Beef?"
To the Editor:
The student body will see tuition raised by 5.9% for the 20032004 school year, and one of the
main causes is for a projected
$600,000 increase to the Sodexho
food budget. Does anyone else see
a problem with this?
There are many issues with
the current setup of food service
at Fairfield that I feel need to be
discussed. I will, however, stay
away from the issues of food quality and variety, since the administration of the school has little to
do with those decisions, and since
the quality of college food is not a
concern that is unique only to
Fairfield University.
Today, I take issue with the
financial aspect of Sodexho's relationship with our school. Currently, all students living in dorms
are required to subscribe to at least
the minimum meal plan of 12
meals/week and 150 dining dollars
for the price of $1750/semester.
Next semester, those 150 dining
dollars will dwindle to 100, while,
as I have been informed, the meal
plan price will actually increase.
If one were to spend the time to
figure out how much it would cost
to not have a meal plan and pay

cash for your food (assuming you
eat the most expensive combination of exactly 12 meals each
week), the final number, with $150
in free cash, comes to $1715,
which is $35 short of the $ 1750 we
are paying.
$35 may seem like small
change, but I know I would not
mind having an extra $35 to spend
on food. Additionally, that $35
must certainly add up when multiplied by the great number of
people that subscribe to this plan.
Now, take into consideration the
fact that next year's margin will be
at least $50 greater. Finally, I must
say that, from my observations, it
is a very rare event to witness
someone using up all 12 of their
meals in one week. Where does
the money go from the meals that
aren't used?
Normally, one could chalk
this difference up to the need to
have cash to cover wages and operating expenses. However, I think
it impossible that the food prices
here exactly cover Sodexho's
costs. Dinner costs $9 per person,
but at the bulk that Sodexho purchases its food, I doubt that very
many people actually consume
more than $9 of their food. As
well, prices at the Stag are no bar-

gain. A "deli combo" includes a
sandwich, large soda, and bag of
chips for $6.99. That is probably
the best deal the Stag has to offer,
and it is still well above the prices
of independently owned delis that
seem to be staying in business just
fine. Sodexho is a very large international corporation, and they
still give me trouble when I try to
have a sandwich with two meats
qualify for the "deli combo" offer.
Apparently an extra slice or two
of roast beef means I should pay
$2 more.
So, despite all this, Sodexho
still manages to claim a loss at our
school, enough of a loss to justify
an additional $600,000 be taken
from our tuition to cover costs.
This move makes me question
where exactly Sodexho purchases
its food from, or exactly what all
this extra cash is being used on.
Personally, I would rather see our
$600,000 go to reinstating the football and hockey teams, which were
cut to save the school an even
smaller sum of money.
At least that decision wouldn't
leave me with a bad taste in my
mouth.
Sincerely,
Chris Gradel '06
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It looks like 1984 came a little late
televisions called telescreens, it
We now live in a land where
THE BOND FILE
sometimes feels as though our rep"Freedom Fries" ind "Freedom
resentative government headed by
Toast" are popping i>p. We have hunMICHAEL A. BOND
Dubya is doing the same. Congress
dreds of persona no.i-gratis living in
abdicated
their Constitutional power
cages in Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. We
may have the victory in Iraq, if you want to call it that, but to declare force to Bush and left our own weapons of mass
the war seems to be far from over. War is peace. Ignorance destruction (such as 25,000 MOAB bombs) in his hardly
is strength. Freedom is slavery. The slogans of the govern- adroit hands. Remember if you have above a C average
ment in George Orwell's 1984 are becoming more apropos you are doing better than he did in college. (Also, remember to ram an oil company into the ground and swindle
all the time.
The terrible events of 9/11 have led to grave conse- townsfolk into buying a new stadium for your baseball team
quences for the American democracy. Watching our bul- before you decided to run for political office.) It doesn't
wark of military strength, the Pentagon, hammered crudely matter what the people, your constituents, might have to
with a jet plane and seeing those majestic towers in New say. It didn't matter what the United Nations thought. It
York City crumble we all knew that life would never be the only really matters what the Bushies think. Freedom is slavery.
same.
The coverage of the war in Iraq has been pure HollyThis is certainly not the case literally, but just try and
fit George W. Bush and his apparatus into the mold of 1984. wood. We have Ted Koppel riding "The Tip of the Spear"
In 1984 Oceania, the main country in the story, is said to along with a hodgepodge of journalists and photographers
always be at war with one of the world's great powers. One given limited access to show the American people what is
day it is at war with Eurasisa. The next day it is war with really going on.
Eastasia. Today we might be "restoring order" in Iraq. YesWhen reporters and photographers are under the proterday we were bombing Afghanistan. Tomorrow we may tection of the military one has to question their willingvery well be driving the tanks into Syria. For Bush and ness, along with that of the companies they work for, to
Company an indefinable "War on Terrorism" is quickly be- publish a scrap on controversial news.
The Center for Responsible Politics recently noted that
coming a blank check to pre-emtively bomb anyone we
the six U.S. companies on the list for rebuilding Iraq had
want. War is peace.
Some hard-righters have joked that France could be contributed over 3.6 million to political campaigns through
on our invasion list. While most would find such a thing the past two election cycles. Two thirds of that money went
preposterous it shows just how far we have drifted from to republicans. Of course you need only think of Dick
Cheney's former company Halliburton and their plum conthe shore of world consensus.
Eric Alterman commented in a recent edition of The tract to put out the oil well fires in Iraq. By the way Cheney
Nation that, "Bush can inspire terrorist threats, ignore the and his wife reported $490,999 in dividends. Think they
ones we already face and evade responsibility for both be- might just own some Halliburton? Then again ignorance is
cause he is "tough" enough to spit in the face of world opin- strength.
ion." Just as Big Brother lived distantly through interactive

QUESTION OF THE WEEK
VIRGINIA MEADE
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Anyone remember Clam Jam?
BY JOSHUA O'CONNELL

Two years ago this month, I was at Lantern Point on a
Thursday night, watching as landlords passed out copies of
the injunction that stated that no more than 250 students
could assemble, due to the disruption parties like Clam Jam
caused at the beach. The injunction passed after videotapes
taken by town residents were shown, showing students being disruptive. News organizations like WTNH Channel 8
and The New York
Times did inflammatory pieces portraying Luau and
Clam Jam in the
context that the
beach was like that
every week.
Now, in the
present day, we've
cycled through two
years of students,
and the memories
of Clam Jam are
fading fast. The last
class who actually
attended the event Spam-Jammin': Students enjoy last
graduates in a matter of days.
Many upperclassmen have wondered why the school,
student leaders, or beach residents haven't done much about
it. The constitutionality of the document has been called
into question a number of times, yet no one has felt the
need to take action on opening up the beach to student gatherings. No one has tried to work something out with the
townspeople to allow a daytime gathering that is orderly
and controlled.
We all know that the school has made a valiant effort
to establish a tradition on campus with the May Day/Spam
Jam combo. Clam Jam was a social event, allowing students of all grades to come together, have a large event that

encompasses all of the 3500 students that attend, and be
one last great gathering before 25 percent of them head out
into the real world.
With the May Day/Spam Jam combination, we have
two segregated gatherings that turn the underclassmen gathering into an amusement park and the upperclassmen are
roped off like animals in a heavily secured area.
I fear we've sat on our hands too long. In fact, the
school probably figured out early how easy this could be.
With the injunction unchallenged there cannot
be a party down at the
beach. As the years pass,
the only memory of the
event is in the minds of the
students who attended
years ago. The memories
of the fight to keep the
beach open to student
gatherings will fade; the
townspeople steamrolling
over students' rights with
a lawsuit so they can enjoy peace and quiet for
Careligh Brower/ The Mirror two weekends out of the
Sunday's event.
year.
While students definitely had their role in the injunction, I will always wonder why a full proposal was never
brought to the residents in the area, with a plan for keeping
the area safe, and still allowing a controlled social event to
occur.
It's time that students seriously take a look at a way to
prove that the injunction is not necessary and students can
be responsible. Otherwise, 20 years from now students will
likely get the idea to have some great gathering at their
favorite stomping ground, the beach. Most of what's occurred the past couple of years will be a distant memory,
and that group of students will find out the power of an
injunction that no one challenged.
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What did you do
on your reading day?
-44
Read? Yeah! We read
the body language of
our crushes at the
Grape!
—Meghan Powers, '04
and Courtney Fahey, '04

99

—

I got drunk at the
beach.
-Rick Herliny, '06

Procrastinated!

-Dana McCabe, '04

We worked at the
bookstore.

—Essence McCoy, '06 and
Mary Beth Vingela '06

99 -

Slept late and then
wrote my last politics
paper ever!

—John Chenier, '03

We did our very last
"Question ofthe
in
Week' ever'.:'.
—Virginia Meade '03
and Amy Torche '03

99-
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THIS WEEK IN SPORTS
TENNIS

MEN'S GOLF

The men's team finished third at the MAAC
Championships last weekend after defeating
Siena in the quarterfinals then losing to
Niagara in the semifinals. Fairfield beat Siena
4-3 when Kevin Nyarady clinched the win at
No. 3 singles. The women's team lost in the
quaterfinals to Marist 5-2. Megan Stauffer
won 4-6, 6-1, 6-2 at No. 3 singles, while
Andrea Suriano won 6-1, 6-2 at No. 4 singles.

UPCOMING EVENTS
FRIDAY MAY 2
Women's Lacrosse at MAAC Tournament

SATURDAY MAY 3
Baseball at Rider @ noon (DH)
Softball vs Manhattan @ noon (DH)

SUNDAY MAY 4
Baseball at Rider @ noon

The Stags finished eighth overall at last
weekend's MAAC Tournament. Jonathan
Vanelli finished with a 15-over-par three
round total of 231, tied for ninth place
overall. Chris Novack was Fairfield's next
top finisher with a total score of 237, tied
for 17th.

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK
PLAYER: MELLISSA SANTOS '03
SPORT: Softball
POSITION: Pitcher
HOMETOWN:
Pepperell, Massachussetts
Santos earned MAAC Pitcher of the Week after not allowing one earned
run in 19-plus innings on the mound. She earned three wins, two as a
starter and one in relief. Santos collected 27 strikeouts in 19.1 innings,
including 13 in a one-hit shutout of Niagara.

Summer Fun...Summer $$
Join our team,,. Advanced Placement
is looking for individuals seeking summer

employment as well as grads. Office
experience helpful, Microsoft Office skills
a must!
Positions available m Fairfield
and New Haven counties.
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Temporary and Permanent Division
58 River St. Milford, CT 06460
(203) 878-9302
(800)771-9392
Fax: (203) 878-9936
E-Mail: info@apinc.com
www.apinc.com
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Many people rely on The Mirror
as a secondary source of relief.

Write for us...
...and be Fairfield's print
version of Ex-Lax.

Send us your stories;
By E-maiL.
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The future of toilet reading
material is in your hands.
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Crew takes third
at MAAC s
BY MARK BEALIN

The women's crew team was
successful at the Metro Atlantic
Athletic Conference (MAAC)
rowing championships this weekend, placing third behind Marist
and Loyola in New Rochelle, N.Y.
Marist was able to win the tournament by a wide margin.
Fairfield was led by the novice 4 shell which won its race by a
lofty 12 seconds. The team won
with a time of 8:14.3, beating
Marist (8:26.7), Loyola (8:35.3)
and Iona (8:59.0).
Fairfield also got a winning
race from the junior-varsity 4 boat
with a time of 8:37.6. They topped
Marist by nearly 10 seconds. The
varsity 4 lost narrowly to Marist
who won the race with a time of
7:54.2.
Overall the season has been a
success for Fairfield. Besides its
third place finish at the MAAC,
Fairfield novice 8 boat crushed the
competition by nearly 34 seconds
in a tri-meet earlier this month.
The varsity 8 has been the
most consistent boat for the Stags.

The team of Katie Molteni, Caitlin
Bakum, Katie Gill, Kathleen
Bradler, Andrea Bazos, Maura
O'Connor, Carolyn Arnold, Katie
Jonaitis and Carolyn Stankiewicz
have consistently place high in
meets. The Varsity 8 was able to
finish third (8:07.1) at the MAAC
Championships. Again, Marist
proved its dominance and depth by
taking the gold medal with a time
of 7:30.5. Loyola was second with
a time of 7:45.4.
The Stags have been led all
year by co-captains O'Connor and
Gill. At the MAAC Championships,
Earlier in the month, four
Stags' boats rowed against Army
and Sacred Heart in a tri-meet.
The second nove 8+ took
home Fairfield's lone victory of the
day, winning by 34 seconds.
The first novice boat was able
to take home a second place finish, topping Army by four seconds.
The Stags next meet will be
on May 9-10 for the Dad Vails in
Philadelphia, before concluding
the season at the Avaya Regatta in
Princeton.
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Striking at the top
Santos leads Stags to No. 1 seed in MAAC Tournament next weekend
BY KRISTINE LYNCH

Redemption was in the air this week
for the softball team, as the Stags earned four
MAAC victories this week against Niagara
and Canisius.
Last year Canisius came out of the
loser's bracket to beat No. 1 seeded Fairfield
twice in the finals of the MAAC Tournament. On Monday, Fairfield swept the
Golden Griffs 1-0 and 4-0. They beat
Niagara 6-2 and 3-0.
The double sweep is what the team
needed to clinch them a top seed in the upcoming conference tournament. The brackets haven't been finalized yet, but with only
one MAAC game left, the Stags know they
will continue to stand strong in the league.
It is said that when winning a specific
game is important to a team, they rise to the
occasion. The Stags proved this to be true
on Monday.
"There definitely was a little more desire, you could sense it, but any MAAC
game adds incentive to win," said outfielder
Laura Sandonato, '04.
Pitcher Melissa Santos, '03, combined
for 40 strike-outs in the two days and was
named MAAC Pitcher of the Week. Center
fielder Ellen Sarosy, '03 once again came

alive at the plate going 6-for-8 in the backto-back games. Sarosy recently broke the
school's career hits'record against St.
Joseph's University, and joined Santos with
MAAC Player of the Week honors.
"She's been a catalyst for us throughout her career," said head coach Julie
Brzezinski. "Ellen's performance on the
field and her leadership off the field has been
instrumental in our success. She gives everything she has in every game - that's something that cannot be taught."
Fairfield will be hosting the MAAC
Tournament this year for the first time on
May 9-11 at DeLuca Field in Stratford. The
games will not be played on Alumni Field,
however the Stags will still have home field
advantage.
"It's our advantage because we have all
played in Stratford before, and hopefully
students will come to see us play and support us," Santos said.
DeLuca field is utilized for premier
summer softball games that many of the
players participate in as well as for some of
the Stags' fall season.
"It will be like our home field, playing
in a familiar place with familiar people,"
added Sandonato. "We will adopt it as our
own."
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Eyeing it up: Maria DiPilato takes a cut against Canisius on Monday.
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Schick wins,
women's golf
falls to Siena
BY CHRISTIE LARUSSO

Keith Lennon/The Mirror

Storming ahead: Meg Main, #24, weathers last Saturday's rain as she runs through Marist's defense in Fairfield's 10-7 win.
BY ANNIE MULLOWNEY

Although last year's goal of winning
the MAAC Championship fell short in the
title game, the women's lacrosse team is
confident they will reclaim their title this
year.
Having not lost a conference game this
year, the team is confident that they will win
this weekend's tournament.
The Stags captured their third consecutive MAAC regular season title as they finished the season with a perfect record of 60 in the conference. The Stags clinched the
regular season title by defeating Siena 18-2
last Sunday. Captain Megan Main, '03, set
a new school record for number of goals
scored in a single game by scoring eight
times.
This weekend, Fairfield travels to
Marist for the MAAC Tournament as the
No. 1 seed. After completely dominating
the MAAC during the regular season,
Fairfield's sights of a MAAC Tournament
title look promising.
"All we can do is play our best and have
fun and we should come out on top," said
head coach Stacey McCue. "Any of the
teams in the tournament are capable of giving us a tough game. We did have tight
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games with both Niagara and Marist during
the regular season."
Fairfield's three-goal win over Marist
earlier this spring was the Stags' narrowest
margin of victory against a MAAC team.
Fairfield beat Niagara by a score of 10-5.
Earlier this year, the Stags defeated
Leymone 12-4, previously ranked No. 1 in
the conference. Leymone upset the Stags
in overtime last year in the MAAC championship game. The Stags jumped from their
preseason No. 3 ranking to now the No. 1
seed going into the MAAC Tournament this
year.
Midfielder Jess Conahan, '04, who
leads the Stags in scoring, is optimistic the
team will reclaim their MAAC Title this
year, a title the team won two years ago.
"We are pretty optimistic that we can
win. We are undefeated in the MAAC, but
teams are looking for revenge, especially
Marist because we only beat them 10-7,"
said Conahan. "However, that only makes
us more ready to play and makes us work
harder."
Colleen Sindall, '04, is also very confident the Stags will win the championship
this year.
"We must come out strong and play our
game. We will most likely play Marist in
Athlete of the
Week
Mellissa Santos
wins three games.
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the first round and they are one of our team
rivals, so it should be a tough game," Sindall
said. "I am very confident that we will win
this weekend."
For the first time in three years, the conference championships will be held at Marist
this year instead of on Fairfield's turf field.
However, the team doesn't feel the change
will affect their ability to win.
"I don't think it will be a big disadvantage. It would definitely be easier for us if
we played at Fairfield, especially because
we will be playing on grass this weekend
and we are used to turf. We have been practicing down at Barlow on the grass to prepare," said Conahan. "It would be awesome
to play the tournament at home again and
have more fans, but we aren't going to let
where we play interfere with our goal which
is to win."
The MAAC champion receives an automatic bid to the NCAA Tournament. Having just come shy of that opportunity last
year, the team is looking to avenge last
year's loss by winning the title.
"We are looking for revenge. Everyone is pretty confident," Conahan said.
"We have a lot to prove after last year because Leymone beat us in overtime in the
finals."
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Crew
The Stags finish
third at MAAC
Championships.
Page 18

Everything came together at this year's
MAAC Championships for sophomore
Allison Schick, who posted the lowest individual scores of the tournament. Unfortunately, Schick's effort wasn't enough to put
the women's golf team into first place.
Without any individual expectations,
Schick said, "I had a feeling I could shoot
low with the way I was hitting the ball. I
just needed my putting to be there, and it
was," she said. "As a team, we thought we
had a great chance at winning. We were all
playing really well going into the tournament, so we were confident."
Despite this belief, the Stags fell to
Siena, the only other team in the conference,
by only nine strokes. "The girls tried the
best they could, but it's always more competitive when there's only one opponent,"
said head coach Jeannie Gaston.
Gaston was not surprised with Schick's
performance.
"She is very capable, so I'm not surprised that she played so well," Gaston said.
"She was so focused. It was a reflection of
her capabilities and her desire to win — she's
a great competitor."
Team captain Beth Costello, '03, expressed her disappointment in losing her last
shot at a team title.
"We thought if we went down there and
posted good numbers, there would be no
reason why we shouldn't have beaten them,"
Costello said. "We all had a good round,
we just didn't put it together."
Gaston cites inconstancy throughout
the three days of competition as a weakness
that led to Fairfield's defeat. She still remained proud of their performance. "They
plugged along and never gave up," concluded Gaston.
Fairfield, however, continued drastic
drops in its overall score at the MAAC
Championships in recent years. In 1999,
the women's score was up to 780. In the
last three years it went down to the low 700s.
This year the team managed to bring it down
to 674.
However, Siena has also followed this
trend, winning last weekend with a score of
665.
Gaston said a partial factor to Siena's
success the last two years over Fairfield has
been the fact that the Saints have scholarship money in its program, whereas the
Stags have no money to offer players.
"We do the best that we can, considering what we are given," Gaston said. "Kids
come to Fairfield because they like the
school, not to play golf."
Softball
Fairfield the top
seed at MAAC
Tournament.
Page 19

